
Keys of Innovation
LoudsIght
our behavioral analytics 

engine captures actionable 

data, which we believe should 

be the foundation for a better 

education.

LoudbooKs
Re-imagine what you can do 

with e-reader technology. 

Loudbooks’ adaptive framework

captures profound insight into the 

teaching and learning process.

tasKcentRIcIty
With Loudcloud’s task-centric 

design, knowing where to go, what 

to do, and when to do it has never 

been easier.

socIaL LeaRIng
Interact with anyone in the 

learning platform with one click. 

the Loudcloud platform advances

 the community through social 

persistence.

communItIes mobILe

In 2010, e-learning innovators manoj Kutty 
and anil sonkar brought together a team 
of inventive, forward-thinking people with 
the idea of introducing a radically differ-
ent dimension to teaching and learning. In 
February of that year, Loudcloud was born 
in dallas, texas. today our company boasts 
a management team backed by decades of 
education technol-
ogy, software, and big 
data experience. this 
experience has led 
to the development 
of a groundbreaking 
product that is taking 
K-12 and higher education by storm. Funded 
by multibillion dollar businesses that believe 
in our vision, we are growing at an explosive 
rate with a team of nearly a hundred passion-
ate, dedicated, and motivated employees. 

at Loudcloud, we fundamentally believe 
that if you can understand behaviors you can 
improve learning. our solutions for higher 
education are the only intelligent teaching 
and learning platforms powered by behav-
ioral analytics

andrew hipple, director of Information tech-
nology of ytI Institute shared, “after review-

ing more than a half-dozen Lms options, ytI 
chose the Loudcloud Learning ecosystems. 
a huge key for us was Loudcloud’s flexibil-
ity and willingness to truly work as a partner 
with us to achieve our online learning goals. 
the flexibility of the platform to work with 
our current sIs (campusVue) allowing ytI to 
‘modernize’ the faculty portal for grades and 

attendance will be a 
major crowd pleaser 
for our faculty.”

What is unique about 
Loudcloud Lms? a 
few of our outstand-

ing features inlcude a task-centric design 
with an access portal as administratior, 
educator, or student; an easier quicker, and 
more powerful syllabus and corse aoutho-
rizing interface; a more intuitive and quicker 
way to grade students; and a powerful next-
generation discussion forum. 

discover the only intelligent teaching and 
learning platform powered by behavior 
analytics. these innovative platforms are 
shifting the paradigm in teaching and lear-
inging technology.  For more information 
about this technology, please visit our 
website www.loudcloudsystems.com.

Loudcloud systems



a tRue adaPtIVe LeaRnIIng soLutIon

sIgnIFIcant  InnoVatIon

technoLogIcaLLy enRIIched, student-centRIc 

coLLaboRatIon 
h i g h e s t  s t a n d a r d s  o f 
academic achievement, interper-
sonal environment that supports 
the unique needs of each individual

moRe than Just numbeRs

“Just In tIme” InsIghts

anaLytIcs buILt Into eVeRy asPect oF PLatFoRm

P e R s o n a L I Z e d 
allows publishers, teachers, and 
students to consistantly improve 
content and the holistic teach-
ing and learning experiences

Loudcloud’s Lms Platform
our next generation learning platform is significantly differ-

ent from other offerings in the market. Loudcloud integrates 

the latest Web 2.0 technologies to adapt to current student 

learning needs, providing its users a learning platform which 

distinguishes itself, through:

teask centric design

social collaborative framework

easy to user interface, intuitive design & workflows

adaptive reader and dederated content push

Robust analytics framework

Innovative solutions
While developing the product, the Loudcloud team has con-

sistantly tried to address the severe lack of innovation in this 

space and challenged the standard expectations and function-

alities of an Lms by bringing in technologies and have created 

significant impact in other industries, such as:

 

Profiling/Personalization

content Ranking

Push/cloud computing

social collaboration
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